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Passenger rights – a problem area in
consumer policy

 Example fro consumer problems in air transport:

- Consumer complaints in air transport top the rankings of
consumer complaints

- Gaps and legal uncertainty in passengers’ rights in some
situations

- Non-compliance by industry, biased interpretation
- Consumers’ difficulties to obtain redress in disputes
- Ineffective enforcement of rights

 Objective: a high level of consumer protection, easily
understood rules, uniform interpretation and efficient
enforcement and redress

 Existing rights must not be cut back:
Non-compliance by the industry cannot be ‘rewarded’ by
reducing their obligations



Extraordinary circumstances

- The definition of what constitutes an extraordinary
circumstance that can exempt carriers from liability to pay
compensation) is a key issue in passenger law and implies
often a high degree of legal uncertainty to the disadvantage
of the consumer

- Air transport carriers are in general released from the
obligation to pay compensation if a cancellation (or long
delay) is due to an “extraordinary circumstance”

- In rail transport, the CJEU recently ruled that railway
undertakings are obliged to pay compensation under the
respective regulation even where the delay is attributable to
force majeure

- Air and rail transport carriers are obliged to offer assistance
(accommodation) in extraordinary circumstances



Extraordinary circumstances in air
transport – Consumer experience

 In practice, “extraordinary circumstances “ are often used as
a loophole to escape liability - airlines often deny
compensation with this excuse or reject claims for
compensation referring to the unclear legal meaning of
extraordinary circumstances

 Airlines often do not prove they made all reasonable efforts
to overcome the problem

 Consumers do not have any information or means to
verify the carrier’s allegation the problems were due to
extraordinary circumstances

 In many cases, the consumer is left with only option to
go to court (which is not an economically viable option)
or find a consumer organisation to support his claim

 In air transport , carriers do systematically not adhere to ADR



Extraordinary circumstances in air
transport – Commission proposal to
review regulation 261/04

 We welcome attempts to clarify the situation in the proposed
regulation

 But: the proposed list in the annex is unsatisfactory and
would create new problems of interpretation:

• The list of extraordinary circumstances is too extensive
(technical problems outside the normal operation of the
aircraft, strikes, air traffic management problems, labour
disputes, all meteorological conditions)

• It is unclear when technical problems are extraordinary
(e.g. outside the routine management and before the
flight operation?)

• List of what are not extraordinary circumstances too short



Extraordinary circumstances in air
transport – TRAN report

 The approach adopted in the report of the transport
committee is preferable to the proposed Commission review

 It provides for an exhaustive list of extraordinary
circumstances, only amendable by a delegated Commission
act

 The only technical problems which qualify as extraordinary
circumstances are those caused by a hidden manufacturing
defect (acknowledged by the manufacturer/competent
authority)



Right to assistance in extraordinary
circumstances

Right to accommodation in extraordinary circumstances is of
paramount importance for consumers

 Current EU law: the right is unlimited
 Commission proposal: due only for 3 nights. €100 per night

limit

- Disproportionate response to exceptional ash cloud event
(Impact Assessment)

- Air transport implies long distances from the consumer’s
home: alternative transport is difficult to find and
organise for consumers

- Hotels will raise prices. Consumers cannot negotiate
- Outcome = passengers stranded in airports
- Contingency plans do not offer extended care

TRAN Committee: limited to 5 nights, but no monetary cap unless
passenger makes own arrangements



Extraordinary circumstances –
general assessment

- EU law is patchwork which should be streamlined, but take
into account that each transport mode has its specificities

- In particular when it comes to right to accommodation, a
high level of consumer protection should be the guiding
principle; air transport involves long(er) distances - not all
transport modes are equally affected by weather conditions or
technical problems

- CJEU in ÖBB-Personenverkehr AG case : the different
modes of transport are not interchangeable as regards
the conditions of their use, the situation of undertakings
operating in different transport sectors is not comparable;
rules of different transport modes cannot be applied by
analogy

- Compensation should not be based on the price of the
ticket as it does not reflect the damage caused. In air
transport all passengers rightly benefit from the same level of
compensation irrespective of the price paid for the ticket - this
should be maintained



Important missing elements for
adequate consumer protection in
extraordinary circumstances

 Measures to ensure passengers can receive
information about cancellations or delays due to
extraordinary circumstances: airlines should be
obliged to report to NEBs about the actual reasons
which qualify as extraordinary circumstances in case
they use this justification to deny passengers
compensation

 A compulsory guarantee on airlines to cover their
liabilities in case of bankruptcy and reimbursement
and repatriation of stranded passengers; TRAN
committee vote is positive
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